Scrambled Elements

ACROSS
1. Relaxation locale
4. Groups of kangaroos
8. Govt. agency concerned with 73 down
11. Detergent brand
15. Fleeing, with "on the"
16. City of New Orleans singer Guthrie
17. It's sometimes represented as X
18. Auricular
19. Superior serve
20. Scrambled element #87
22. Response to danger
23. Remnant
25. Scrambled element #52
27. _____ much as (to the extent)
28. Regretting
29. Built for two
32. Between
33. Opposite of alpha
38. Kind of pen
39. Home made of 57 down
41. Derived from HO2C-CO2H
42. Slick fish
44. Japanese theater style
45. _____ Any Place (Janet Jackson hit)
46. Scrambled element #101
50. Folklore
53. Psych lab need
54. Org. that scans the heavens
58. Brits
59. Vehicles
61. Uncontrolled muscle motion
62. Egg-shaped
63. Big birds

64. Fat-cleaving enzyme
67. "No man is an island" poet
69. Yearn
70. Scrambled element #44
71. Kind of tooth
78. Mr. Descartes
79. Popular Asian sauce
81. Greeting for Maria
82. Skip
83. Jewish first name meaning "lion"
84. Tech review site
85. Ear metal?
86. Son of Adam
87. Paterno's school, abbrev.
88. Computer program details
89. Summertime time

DOWN
1. Eastern European
2. Tempo
3. Home of Iowa State
4. Salt water-dwelling
5. Paper-folding art
6. Music born from pain
7. Male offspring
8. Scrambled element #45
9. The father of geometry
10. "Let me repeat myself...
11. Vegan meat substitute
12. One in a list
13. Analog display
14. Off-white decorator color
21. Scrambled element composed from all other element symbols in this puzzle
24. Thrice daily, abbrev.
26. Scrambled element #8
29. Golf need
30. Gibbon, e.g.
31. Pretty much nothing
32. Soothing plant
34. Breeding pairs
35. QB Manning
36. Where one works out
37. A brew
40. Wildebeests
41. 1992 U2 hit
43. Extract metal from its ore
45. Harmony part
47. Scrambled element #53
48. Drs.
49. Vessels for industrial reactions
50. Southeast Asian language
51. Branch of science, abbrev.
52. A DNA codon
55. Frat letter
56. Christmas carol contraction
57. Crystalline dihydrogen monoxide
59. Scrambled element #92
60. Sneaked
62. Wildbeests
63. Types in
65. Egg on
66. Canadian Prov.
68. Serving option for 37 down
69. Billy Joel classic
70. Cupid by another name
71. Iron porphyrin
72. Dalton, Coulomb, or Kelvin
73. N-methyl-1-phenylpropan-2-amine, informally
75. Fill up
76. Roman poet
77. Broadway musical 1996 to 2008
78. Mr. Descartes
79. Popular Asian
80. National park work program for kids, abbrev.
81. Greeting for Maria
82. Skip
83. Jewish first name meaning "lion"
84. Tech review site
85. Ear metal?
86. Son of Adam
87. Paterno's school, abbrev.
88. Computer program details
89. Summertime time
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